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ABSTRACT
The performance of dynamic path following of a wheeled
mobile robot with nonholonomic constraints is highly affected by
its initial states, because nonholonomically
constrained system
cannot guarantee the asymptotic stability for one equilibrium
point of which errors and the time derivative of errors are zero.
For this reason, the dynamic path following may yield poor
performance with some initial states.
To overcome the initial state problems, we propose a
temporary path generator, which generates a new temporary path
with respect to the originally desired path. The direction of the
path cannot be considered in dynamic path following, so we
propose a new valid output, which can consider the direction of a
path. Simulation results are presented
to demonstrate
the
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm of the dynamic path.
From the simulation results, it is shown that the proposed
algorithm has good performance
and robustness to modeling
errors.

1. INTRODUCTION
Wheeled mobile robots are typical examples of mechanical
systems with nonholonomic constraints. But the dynamic control
of mobile robots with nonholonomic constraints has been studied
very recently. For nonholonomically
constrained system, Bloch
and McClamroch [9] first demonstrated
that a nonholonomic
system cannot be stabilized to a single equilibrium point of which
errors and the time derivative of errors are zero, by a smooth
feedback. They also showed that the system is small-time locally
controllable. Campion et al. [IO] showed that the system is
controllable
regardless
of the structure
of nonholonomic
constraints. For nonholonomic
mobile robots, Yamamoto [2]
showed that the two wheeled nonholonomic mobile robots are not
input-output linearizable for trajectory tracking of the center point
of wheel axis as the output with static feedback, and presented the
“Look-Ahead” output which is input-output linearizable.
Low level control of mobile platform can be broadly
separated as two areas: path following [7,8] and trajectory
tracking [2,5,3]. In trajectory tracking problems, the output is a
function of time explicitly, so the mobile robot must reach its
desired point at the specified time, but not in the path following.
In the problem of obstacle avoidance or following a complicated
desired path, one may use the path following which has control
performance that cannot be obtained from the trajectory tracking
control for some specific case.
With the sense of trajectory tracking and path following,
Sarkar, Yun, and Kumar [I] transformed the trajectory tracking
problem to “dynamic” path following by selecting the output as
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the distance from the path and the ahead velocity of the platform.
The dynamic path following has the advantage of the path
following and the trajectory tracking, but there are some
drawbacks in dynamic path following. In dynamic path following
problem, the direction of the path cannot be considered, so the
platform can follow the wrong direction. And for some states it is
impossible to obtain the input torque. If the error of output is
large, the computed input torque can be unrealistically large, and
the system can be unstable.
To overcome the above drawbacks of the dynamic path
following and to improve the performance
and stability of
dynamic path following of mobile platform, we propose a
temporary path generator and a new valid output. The system
considered in this paper is nonsteerable and independently driven
fixed two-wheeled mobile robot with nonholonomic constraints.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
dynamic equation and input-output linearization of the wheeled
mobile robot system. Section 3 presents the temporary path
generator and the modified output for dynamic path following. In
Section 4, simulations for 2 wheeled nonholonomic
mobile
platform are discussed. In Section 5, we present our conclusions.
2.

DYNAMIC PATH FOLLOWING

We consider a wheeled mobile platform whose schematic
top view is shown in Figure 1. If we ignore the passive wheels,
the configuration
of the platform can be described by four
generalized coordinates: the wheel axis center position, (x0,y,)
and the angular position of the right and left wheels, 0, and
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the wheeled mobile platform.
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Under the Assumption that the driving wheels roll and do not slip,
there are two nonholonomic constraints:
XC,
sin 4 - Y(,cosb = 0

where c = r /2b and Y is the radius of the wheel.
nonholonomic constraints can be written in the form of
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The dynamic equation of the system [2] is described by
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where p is the new input variable. Then the closed-loop system
becomes
i = f’(x)+ g’(x)p
(13)
where

where ;1 is the vectors of Lagrange multiplier for nonholonomic
constraints.

If we analyze automobile maneuvering, the two most important
requirements are to follow the road by staying as close to the path
as possible and to maintain the desired forward velocity. So, in
dynamic path following, the output can be chosen as the distance
from the path and the ahead velocity of the platform.

If the system is subject to k nonholonomic constraints, the number
of generalized coordinates cannot be reduced by k. Therefore
before well-known state space based control methods can be
employed, an alternative approach is necessary to represent the
motion and constraint equations in the state space. So to represent
the dynamic equation
as state-space
form, let S(q)
be

Dubins [6] and later Reeds and Shepp [7] showed that given any
initial and final position and orientation of a platform, there exists
a family of paths composed of only straight line and circular arc
segments between any two points. In fact, Dubins proved that this
family contains the R-geodesic between the two points. Sarkar et
al. [l] use this result to suppose that any path can be suitably
broken down into straight line and circular arc segments.
Therefore if it is possible to control the mobile platform on such
basic paths composed of the basic segments, it can effectively
move itself from any position and orientation to any other
position and orientation.

4 x 2 matrix, whose columns are in the null space of A(q), i.e.,
A(q)S(q)=
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From eq. (4), the velocity

It follows
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Let’s consider a circular path. Let PJ be the center of the
circular path and (x1, y,) be its position in the world coordinate

q2]r such that

s=Gl)v

system. Let R be the constant radius of the circular path. One
output chosen here is

(7)

Then

(14)
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where ( x, , yr. ) is the location of the look-ahead point shown in
Figure 1. Thus,

where

b=+,4,r
Substitution eq. (8) into eq. (5),
S’M(S+ + s?J+ SC

= 7

(9)

(15)

y, = y,+Lsin4

(16)

Note that the shortest distance from point

PL to the circular path

is absolute value of y, .

By choosing the state variable as
x = [XC Y,

x, =x0 +Lcosb

0,

0,
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Note that the shortest distance from point

(10)

P, to the circular path

is the absolute value of yr .
Eq. (5) can be represented

in the state space form of
j, = f(x)+ g(x)r

The forward velocity of the platform chosen as the other output is
(11)
y,=j~~cos++j,sin/=$,+r7,).
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(17)

3. TEMPORARY

eqs. ( 14) and (17),

Differentiating

(18)

Y, =~x=J*,oS(qh
d

PATH GENERATOR

The output equations for the dynamic path following proposed by
Sarkar et al. [ 1] have the following three drawbacks.
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I) When@ is singular, the input cannot be calculated.
indicates that Q is singular when

, dk=J(x,-X/)2+(YL.-yf)2,
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forthecircularpath,

(27)

and
Bcos$ - Asin+ = 0 for the straight line path,
which means that Q is singular when the
platform is normal to the circular path,
direction of the platform is normal to the
in the position and the velocity are
condition is apt to occur.

>

~z=jl~<,-k~(~~-~~c,)r
k, , k, , and k, are linear control gains.
Then eqs. (1 S), (19), and (20) can be represented

Eq. (22)

(28)

heading direction of the
and when the heading
straight line. If the error
large, such a singular

2) The direction of the path cannot be considered. If the platform
must follow a complicated path, or the initial direction of the
platform is close to opposite direction with the path direction, the
platform cannot follow the correct direction in dynamic path
following.

by

(21)

where the decoupling matrix
The determinant

@ is @ =

of b, is computed as

det(@) =

Although

3) If the error of distance to path and the desired velocity are large,
the calculated input torque can be unrealistically large, and the
system can be unstable.
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1
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To overcome the drawbacks of the outputs in Section 2, we
propose a temporary path generator and a modified output. If the
temporary path generator is used in the dynamic path following,
the error of distance to path is limited to small value, so the
calculated input torque cannot be unrealistically large value when
the desired velocity is not very large.

y, in this case is not the true distance, it is a measure

of the closeness of the mobile robot to the given path. The reason
of using look-ahead point (xL, yL) instead of the wheel axis
center point

(x0, y,,) is that using the wheel

axis center point

doesn’t lead the system to be input-output linearizable
feedback. If the output equations are chosen as
YI =&x_r)2+Gic-~~)Z
Y2 =+

+‘12)3

-R

in static

(23)
(24)

Since a path is decomposed into circles and straight lines, cases
depending on the relative position of the platform to the path:
1) when the position of platform is out of the circle path
2) when the position of platform is inside of circle path
3) when the position of platform is out of the straight line.
Circular temporary path of radius R, is generated
Case 1)
R, = y, + Q? when the position error is larger than R / 2
,where

@ remains singular for all states.

< is a constant.

R, = R otherwise.

For a straight line path described by Ax + By + C = 0 , the output
Case 2)
when the position of the platform is not

equations are chosen as

Pr

(25)

R =(R+\/(x~-xi)i+~~-Y/P)_iR
Y2 =;bl,

+‘12)3

I

(26)

2

where
R, = R/2

otherwise.

Case 3)
R,
where
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R, is a constant.

=Cr,+R, ,

Since there exist 2 circular temporary generated at a particular
situation, as shown in Figure 2, an appropriate one should be
selected with respect to the desired path direction.

Case3.

/3=0,

a=0

Although with the temporary path, in order to overcome the
direction and singular problem, the following modified output for
the velocity term is proposed.

Case4.

B<O,

a<0

~z+(dk+a)p-dka>~2+(dk+a)p

.'.
non-singular

=@3+d,+a)>O
Y*=a,~(rl,+rl*)+a,(l-a,Xr7,-rl*)

Where

a,

is determined

Case5. b<O,

(29)

by the difference

between

a=0

4+B

the path

a’=d,

direction and the platform direction as shown in Figure 3.

#-

In order to avoid singularity
a, =;(l+jGd),

a

p+-dk

, the lower bound of a, must be

positive.

(30)

and variable a2 is defined as

When a2 = -1, the result has the same trend with above result.

a2 =sigrz((jSx2)~i),

With the modified output equation, the path direction can be also
considered.
Moreover
the decoupling
matrix
@ remains
nonsingular all the time.

(31)

which describes the direction in which the platform has to move.
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path direction
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Case 2)
By the calculation

ofu, in eqs. (33), (34) and (35), the singular

condition of Q, is as follows when

a2 = 1

(3W
or
p2+(dk+a)(3-dka=O

(36b)

We check the singularity for all case of a and l3.
Case 1. p>O,a<O

Case2.

a
-<O
a+S
p>O,
a=0
a

-=O

and

a
or ->l
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.‘. non-singular

Case 3)

. . . non-singular

Fig.2 Temporary path generation for the case 1x2) and 3)

a+P
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follow the right direction of the path with the modified output
proposed here. With proposed method, errors in the position and
velocity converge to zero fast. The simulation results show that
the proposed path generator and modified output can overcome
the initial condition problem and path direction problem, and that
the controller has the robustness to modeling errors.

path direction

u

5 (unit vector)
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4. SIMULATION
Computer simulations were performed to show the effectiveness
of the temporary path generator and modified output. The
platform and control parameters used in the simulations are
summarized in Table 1. Figure 4 shows a case when a singular
condition of decoupling matrix @ occurs and the simulation
cannot be continued. When the temporary path generator is used,
the platform follows its path correctly, and the error in the
velocity converges to zero, as shown in Figure 6. The input torque
is reasonably small as in Figure 7. Without the modified output,
the platform cannot follow the correct direction as in Figure 8,
while with the modified output it follows the correct direction
though the path and the platform has a reverse direction with each
other. Even if the platform inside of the circle, the platform
follows the path correctly as in Figure 10. Figure 11 shows that
the controller which we propose has the robustness for the
modeling error.

5. CONCLUSION
The temporary path generator that we propose can guarantee the
local stability of the system without excessive input torque. And
even in the case of breaking away from the desired path, the
generator makes a temporary path so that the system can return to
the desired path quickly. Even when the initial direction of the
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Fig.4. Dynamic path following without the temporary path
generator when desired velocity of the platform is lm/s
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Fig.8. Dynamic path following without the temporary path
generator when the desired path direction is CW.
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Fig. 5. Dynamic path following with the temporary path generator
and modified output when desired velocity of the platform is lm/s

Fig. 9. Dynamic path following with the temporary path generator
and modified output when the desired path direction is CW.

Fig. 6. Velocity error of the dynamic path following with the
temporary path generator and modified output.

Fig. 10. Dynamic path following with the temporary path
generator and modified output when the desired path direction is
cw.
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Fig.1 1. Dynamic path following
with the temporary
path
generator and modified output when the total mass and mass
moment of inertia are increased by 300%.

Fig. 7. Calculated input torque of the dynamic path following
with the temporary path generator and modified output.

total
mass
10.6Kg

r

b

0.08m

0.3m

Table 1. The parameters of the simulation
rotation
temporary
L
speed
path margin
0.08
0.1 m/s
O.Olm
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